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+18555254782 - https://karobeankitchen.com/

Here you can find the menu of Karobean Kitchen (kbk) in Trumbull. At the moment, there are 15 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Karobean

Kitchen (kbk):
the first time you're trying this for lunch today. we used to drive 30 minutes for Caribbean food...now we found a
place 10 minutes away! wow, taste explosion! delicious jerk and curry chicken plates with rice read more. The

restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical
limitations. What User doesn't like about Karobean Kitchen (kbk):

I intended to order from this restaurant but wanted to check their reviews first. Based the discourteous manner of
the managements responses to customer feedback I will not be giving them my business. Owning a business

does not entitle you to customers, reputation matters. Who wants to eat from a place that breeds negativity. read
more. The Karobean Kitchen (kbk) originating from Trumbull dishes out various flavorful seafood menus,

Typically, the menus are prepared for you fast and fresh. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part
of Karobean Kitchen (kbk). Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too boring can here

approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients enjoy, You
shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the crispy and crunchy pizza, baked fresh in an original manner.
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M�ica� dishe�
TACO

Krau� & Rübe�
MAC AND CHEESE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Chicke�
JERK CHICKEN

CURRY CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

MEAT

SEAFOOD

PEAS

PORK MEAT

CHEESE

MANGO
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00 -18:00
Wednesday 12:00 -18:00
Thursday 12:00 -18:00
Friday 12:00 -20:00
Saturday 12:00 -18:00
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